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Clubs question union's realm
by Debbie Graham.
The Outdoor Recreation Committee of
the Student Union will have to answer to
charges levelled against it in a suit
brought by the Clemson University Outing
Club and the Sports Car Club. The April 17
trial will be the first ever conducted between three student organizations at
Clemson, according to former Attorney
General Kim Deacon.
The suit, which has been brewing off and
on for two months, accuses the Outdoor
Recreation Committee of violating Student
Senate Bill 73-43, Article 1, which states
that "One organization cannot take over
the primary function of another
organization without approval of the
Student Senate."
According to the Student Handbook, the
primary function of the Outing Club is "to
promote educational, recreational and
conservational activities among its
members through the sponsoring of outdoor activities. The club sponsors hikes,
backpack and canoe trips. Spontaneous
outings originating from the membership
are encouraged."
The suit contends that "Membership in
the Outing Club is easily allowed to all
students, and visitors are welcome on all
outing trips." The Outing Club pointed out
that "novices are supervised by expert
personnel" in all areas.
The Sports Car Club, according to the
handbook, "is an organization for students
who are interested in motor cars and their
maintenance and in improved driving skill
and safety. Monthly driving events are
held during the school year."
The two clubs feel that according to the
Student Handbook, the Outdoor
Recreation Committee has a purpose
similar to theirs. The handbook states that
the committee provides "informative and
enjoyable experiences for the University
community in the outdoors. Seminars,
workshops and outings are planned for
beginners and novices under expert
supervision in many categories, including
climbinb, rapelling, camping, tubing,

canoeing, hiking and skiing."
Defending the two-semester old Outdoor
Recreation Committee, outgoing committee chairperson Doug Hipp feels that
the Student Union is warranted in having
the committee. He noted that the Outing
Club is for members whereas the committee is for all University students.
"There are just certain things that a club
can't handle, such as accommodating a
large number of people in their activities.''
Hipp also questions whether a club wants
to handle inexperienced people.
Hipp wants to clarify the differences
between the committee and the clubs. "We
give students who've never had outdoor
experience a taste of what it's all about. If
students like what we do, we point out that
clubs are available with more experienced
people who can help them learn."
Pointing out another difference, Hipp
said that in addition to strenuous activities, the committee will sponsor activities such as a kite flying contest or a
croquet tournament.
Hipp claims that the Outdoor Recreation
Committee has been cooperating with the
Outing Club. He cited a mountain climbing
trip last spring as one such instance in
which Outing Club members acted as
instructors. Both Hipp and Becky
Kellington, who took over as chairperson
this week, feel that the committee and
clubs
can
work
together.
"With 10,000 people on campus, there is a
place for both, considering the diverse
functions of each," Hipp stated.
President of the Outing Club Mark
Helmkin claims that the Outdoor
Recreation Committee potentially has the
authority "to do just about anything and
step on any toes." He feels that the Student
Union is not a well defined entity as a
campus organization, and its relationship
to other organizations on campus is confusing. "We are asking for a definition of
where the Student Union can conduct
activities within our realm of interest
without pushing us aside;" he said.

Although Helmkin feels that the committee is not intentionally taking over the
functions of the clubs, he feels that the
competition between the large union and
the smaller specialized clubs is not fair.
As to Hipp's belief that the Outdoor
Recreation Committee directs members to
the clubs, Helmkin answered that "If a
student wants to join something, he'll find
it himself." He has noticed neither an
increase nor a decrease in club membership since the formation of the Outdoor
Recreation Committee.
According to Helmkin, there has not
been a "spirit of cooperation" between the
organizations. He feels that the committee
is shirking its end of the bargain. To
support his belief, Helmkin said that the
Sports Car Club was not contacted by
the Outdoor Recreation Committee wnen
the committee held an auto rally.
The suit also points out that the "Outing
Club believes that the existence of two
similar organizations in this area would be
economically unfeasible. For example,
cost and maintenance of outing equipment
is a large portion of any outing
organization."
The suit notes that "The Outing Club
currently has most of the basic equipment
needed while the union is reauestine
a significant amount of monies for the
purchase and rental of such equipment.
The Outing Club believes that this is a
needless duplication of equipment."
To this Hipp replied that the Outdoor
Recreation Committee wants the equipment so that it can provide a storehouse
from which any student, including Outing
Club members, can check out equipment.
Hipp explained that in addition to equipment, a large portion of his committee's
budget request went toward supplementing transportation.
The Outing Club believes that the monies
given to the Outdoor Recreation Committee by the Student Government
Finance Committee could be better spent
if given instead to the Outing Club,

because the overhead cost would be
decreased if only one outing organization
existed. For example, the Outing Club is
able to buy supplies in bulk at special low
prices, thus creating a savings for the
University.
Also, having only one outing
organization will enable more and better
quality camping activities, and having one
sports car organization will increase the
quality of auto events, the clubs believe.
Another reason the clubs are bringing
suit against the Outdoor Recreation
Committee is a "duplication of expert
personnel for instructional purposes." The
suit reads that "Since the Outing Club does
attract the expert woodsman as well as
novices, the majority of the best campers
are in this organization and are not
available to the Student Union. Therefore,
the best organization to join to learn
outdoor recreation would be the Outing
Club because of the number of qualified
instructors in that organization. Since it
can be assumed that the Union's Outdoor
Recreation Committee would have to
depend upon the Outing Club for instructors, why have the Outdoor
Recreation Committee?"
In addition to requesting that the Student
Government Supreme Court dissolve the
Outdoor Recreation Committee, the
Outing Club and the Sports Car Club are
requesting that the court "transfer the
funds from the dissolved Outdoor
Recreation Committee to the Clemson
Outing Club, the Sports Car Club and other
affected organizations so that recreation
activities at Clemson can continue to grow
in an organized and effective manner."
In response to the clubs' request for the
committee's funds, Hipp replied that the
committee is not really funded. "The
Union is funded and in Turn funds the
separate committees." He does not know
whether the clubs can take the separate
committees." He does not know whether
continued to page 17
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Optimism surrounds employment market
by Eileen Moore

'•

——
and medical technologists."
Vogel noted that some medical
technologists have been having trouble
because of the one year "in-service"
hospital requirement needed for
graduation. "The trouble," he said, "is
that not enough hospitals can provide the
positions for the students."
Computers have made the big difference
in the mathematics field, said Vogel.
"Data processing is becoming very
strong," he noted. "The 'management of
information' has become an important
aspect of this field."
Agricultural sciences are reaching into
many new areas according to Luther P.

Editor's note: This Is the concluding part
in a series concerning the current Job
market for college graduates. The deans of
each college present their views and
estimates of current trends in the Job
market for 1974.
Unemployment rates reached an unprecedented height of 5.6 per cent in 1972
but decreased to 4.8 per cent by June of
1973. According to statistics compiled by
the Monthly Labor Review, the United
States was the only major industrial
country whose unemployment rate actually declined from 1972 to 1973.
Unemployment in the South has consistently been lower than the national
average since 1970. Graduates who plan
careers in southern territory are faced
with more promising figures of employment than in any other area of the U.S.
For most. of the University's college
deans, the employment outlook remains
either unchanged or improved from one
year ago. The most general impression is
that it is definitely better.
"The employment crunch of a few years
ago actually affected the graduate level
more than the undergraduate level,"
commented Henry Vogel, dean of the
College of Physical, Mathematical and
Biological Sciences. "The greatest activity
we see in this college is in the physical
sciences, especially chemistry. Of course,
geology has always been strong as far as
employment is concerned."
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PACKER
In the area of the biological sciences,
strong demands promise to offer a variety
of positions for almost all graduates. "We
seem to have no problem in finding
positions for our graduates," said Vogel.
"As a matter of fact, most students have
already found jobs before they graduate
from contacts they have made during their
years in school."
According to Vogel, as health concerns
increase, jobs increase. "New emphasis
on pathology studies of disease is
providing many new positions for
graduates'. There is an increasingly strong
demand for microbiologists, biochemists

TREVILLIAN

Don't wait
for future
shock!
Get your shipment home fast

Anderson, dean of the College of
Agriculture.
"If I had to point out one change in the
college, it would have to be the attitude of
students Concerning going hack to the
farm," explained Anderson. "More
juniors and seniors are considering farming now than in recent years. One reason
for his is that loans are more available
today for young people to start farms. The
attitude has changed that they need to
work for 10 years with their fathers before
they can have their own farms," explained
Anderson. ■
Enrollment in the college has increased
in the past year by 10 per cent, said
Anderson, and is expected to increase in
the coming years. "Female enrollment
has especially increased and we hope that
it continues to do so," he commented.
The agricultural sciences are now
opening up in the international and
commercial areas. Environmental control
and management as well as the production
of protein substitutes are creating many
new jobs for the agricultural science
graduate.
"Man will always be producing foods,"
said Anderson. "It is a known fact that
more food is produced from a cultivated
acre than one which is used to feed cattle.
We are now doing extensive research in
the area of protein substitutes. The peanut
and the soybean are just two possible
protein producing substitutes.
"The main problem we are faced with
continued to page 17

That collection of wit
and charm known as
"the staff" ends this
semester's journalistic endeavors
with this issue.
Many thanks to
Horatio, the Fookie
Brothers, the
ghostwriters
and
those who slept alone.
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Title Nine: what changes for women's sports?
by Beth Rogers
The future of male-dominated athletics
has been a controversial topic since the
passage of Title Nine, a Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) proposal prohibiting
sex discrimination in educational institutions receiving federal funding.
Passed under the educational amendments of July, 1972, the bill has aroused
much controversy, particularly in the area
of athletics. Twenty-one months have gone
by since its passage, but there are still no
definite guidelines established for implementation of the proposal.
According to Bill McClellan, Clemson
University athletic director, "Everyone is
purely speculating on its implications at
this time and basing their expectations on
past decisions of the governmentexpecting the worst. Also, athletics is only
a minor part of Title Nine.
"One of the people who proposed this
had never participated in athletics and had
never attended a college athletic event.
That's like an old maid who's never been
married trying to tell married people how
to live together," he stated.
He stressed the importance of considering the factors of specific situations in
interpretation of the proposal. The same
rules will pertain to varying sports,
locations, times and other aspects of
athletics in different ways.
"Two identical sports could be entirely
different, for example, depending on such
factors as where they are played. For
example, soccer has evidently been more
popular here than in Columbia.
"I don't think we've got that much of a
problem here. I think we can implement.
The main thing is to get student participation," McLellan continued.
At the present time, no varsity sports
exist at Clemson specifically for women.
However women can participate and have
participated on the tennis and rifle teams
and in sports clubs such as the women's
fencing team, the sailing club, the karate
club and the rugby club.
McLellan mentioned problems involved
in establishing intercollegiate varsity
sports for women. "We would get into the
problems of travel and chaperones and
other things. There are certain rules and
procedures that would have to be followed.
"The thing is, a lot of people come up
here and have the idea that you just pay
your $7 for a ticket and see a football
game. They are completely unaware, for
the most part, of how much goes into it—

of the tremendous expense and planning.
"I think the answer has been intramurals on our campus. Our immediate
problem has been having enough facilities
to handle the majority instead of the
minority. Our goal is to do more for the
other students than for the athletes. Every

time we spend a certain amount for intercollegiate athletics, we make sure that
twice as much is spent on intramurals," he
said.
McLellan explained that a five-year
comprehensive plan for sports is under
consideration. After cutting the cross
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country trail, the athletic department
realized the potential of that area of the
campus for student athletics. Eventually,
if funding comes through, everything from
Williamston Road back will be completely
developed for student athletics — intramurals as well as intercollegiate activities..
"We're for what's good for Clemson
students and what's financially feasible,"
McLellan stated.
Admiral Joseph B. McDevitt, vice
preident for academic affairs and
University legal counsel, agreed with
McLellan that the Title Nine proposal is
mainly under "speculation" at this time.
Despite several attempts by the government to draft guidelines, nothing definite
can yet be deduced.
McDevitt stated that the controversy
over the status of women's athletics, in
particular the NCAA's fears that major
intercollegiate sports would suffer
financial disaster as a result of the
proposal, was caused by the fact that an
earlier copy of the guidelines was
"leaked."
"I think the reason that the guidelines
haven't come out is that they are so sensitive. The government may want to iron
out any possible controversial interpretations," he said.
Of course the greatest notoriety deals
with intercollegiate athletics.
"It was thought at one time that any
monies produced from the self-supporting
athletic programs woud have to be evenly
distributed to the other programs as well.
It readily appears that if the revenues
from football and basketball had to help
support the other sports, they could not
survive," McDevitt explained.
"One possible consequence of the lobbying against the guidelines, conducted
primarily by male-interest groups, is that
they may have won the battle but lost the
war war. If they have excluded revenueproducing sports, they may have actually
encouraged women's groups to lobby for
the broadest opportunity for women's
sports and to redouble their efforts to have
the guidelines revised to cover all aspects
of athletics," he suggested.
McDevitt said his argument is that the
federal government's enforcement
authority lies in withdrawal of funds, but
since no government money is going into
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reviews/reactions
Last-ditch effort: the best ever
by Ginny Manning
,
It almost won't matter what anyone
thinks of the Chronicle when it debuts next
week — the possibility that there won't be
any more Chronicles casts a pall over what
is probably the most professional and
sophisticated publication ever offered by a
Chronicle staff.
Since the Student Government Finance
Committee saw fit to deny the Chronicle
funds for next year, it appears that the
magazine will fade into oblivion. Listing
"past performance" and "degenerating
quality" as criteria for denying the fund
request, Student Government effectively
silenced a student "medium for creative
work such as writing, artwork or
photography."
Hopefully, after the student body
peruses the Chronicle, it may wish to
petition the Student Government for a
reversal of the negative decision of the
Finance Committee. Certainly, the overall quality of this year's magazine
warrants the Chronicle round with the
theoretically omniscient pursers of the
student-fee funds.
The most outstanding feature of the
Chronicle revolves around the graphics.
Tom Johnson, Carol White, Gene Troutman and the other artists have put
together a visual extravaganza of unusual
variety and excellent craftsmanship. The
unity of an art-noveau mood carries
through into the advertisements and lends
a feeling of homogenity to the entire
publication.
Some new talent has been unearthed and
some old talent revamped by the
Chronicle. The new talent is rather young
talent, being invested in the person of one
Ciyaton Ingram, age 11. Ingram con-

tributed two delightful cartoon features,
"Good Lawd" and "How to Get Rid of
Rats." Displaying considerable insight as
well as amazing imagination, Ingram
injects a tone of absurdity into the
Chronicle. While Ingram is not an official
Clemson student, the inclusion of his
material is both positive and valid in view
of its mature execution, probable social
revelence and "deep inner meaning."
Jerry Griggs and Tom Johnson have
resurrected the perennially popular
"Chronicle Tales "for the fourth coming
issue. This time, the spicy tales are cast

Griggs has better success in his short
story "Moment Gone By," as he evokes
strong images within a haunting
framework of over-lapping memories and
premonitions. Two other short stories,
Gary Ligi's "Pete Poppadingrolous's Last
Stand" and Mike Sloan's "Costume Ball"
both adirotly capture a feel for the
crassness, confusion and insensibility of
contemporary life. First-rate characterizations in both pieces as well as a hint
of barely controlled insanity give the
works an extra touch of class.
Like many other college literary

around a primeval-type pair of neitherworld nobility sloshing around in various
jungles ana swamps. Unfortunately, "The
Wilderdaemon of Lothanar" is not coordinated in a true comic book style and
the reader is forced to relate the complicated story line and the intricate
drawings with an inordinate amount of
page flipping. The logistical arrangement
(or lack thereof) results in a loss of continuity.

magazines, the Chronicle suffers from a
preponderance of "heavy" poetry. While
there is merit in establishing a forum for
fledgling poets, some of the verse is a bit
ponderous and self-conscious. Collectively, the Chronicle bards are at their best
when writing light verse, particularly if it
is satirical or explores a simple subject.
There is an especially interesting sonnet
about the "joys" of football, the sport dear
to every Clemson heart. Only when some

of the authors try to cram too much
significance into every word, do the
Chronicle poetic selections falter.
The long-anticipated Chronicle may not
exactly herald a millenium in world
literature, but it is easily the best
magazine that a group of Clemson
students and related friends have released
in recent years. The total magazine
displays a highly professional attitude in
graphics, layout and much of the copy.
There are few technical flaws to distract
from the work that is presented. While the
publication does not pretend to be a
definitive example of Clemson creativity,
it will probably give most readers a large
enough sample of the possibilities that do
exist on the campus for original endeavors
in the arts. Copies of the magazine are
bound to become collectors' items since
apparently the Chronicle will be financially defunct next semester.
Although the Student Government
Finance Committee rejected the
magazine's request for funds on the obvious fact that the Chronicle had not "been
producing," the committee unfortjinately
condemned the entire future of a
publication on rather biased expectations.
Because the issue was still at the printer,
the committee did not get to see the
magazine before they passed judgment.
Why these people refused to believe in the
existence of the publication remains a
mystery, and the lack of an appeals
process for organizations unsatisfied with
funding suggests a Finance Committee
enthralled with its own power.
Whatever the ultimate resolution of the
Chronicle woes may be, it would be wise to
hold on to a copy of the Chronicle. It could
. very well be the last one ever to be seen in
Clemson.

University chorus sings out
Joseph Jackson, director, announces the spring
presentation of the Clemson University Chorus.
Besides "Requiem," by Faure, and Brahms' "Neue
Liebeslieder," the chorus will also deliver selections from the broadway musical "Oklahoma." And
if past performances are any indication, we should
be prepared for something unusual from this group.
Come to Daniel Auditorium at 8 p.m. this Thursday
for the free show.
Unenlightened souls not yet having viewed "The
Threepenny Opera" still have their chance this
Friday and Saturday night. The show starts at 8
p.m., but you might want to be at Daniel Auditorium
early to get a good seat for the Clemson Player's
last production of this school year. Knowledgeable
critic Anne Cooney thinks "Threepenny" is "a good
show." You probably will think so too.

Two rock bands, a stage band, a group production
and five individual performers are promised in the
billing of Mu Beta Psi's spring musical extravaganza, "Pieces of April." All the talent comes
from Clemson students, and you have to pay just 25
cents to hear them this Tuesday, 8 p.m., Tillman
Auditorium.

Short pants
edited by George A. Smith

***
Andre Kole, one of America's leading illusionists,
completely entranced a capacity audience at
Clemson several years ago. Campus Crusade for
Christ (CCC) sponsored him then, and they're
bringing him back again, only this time charging
for him. However, anyone who saw Kole's previous
performance will probably tell you he is well worth
the $1.50 price for an advance ticket.
Kole, who has performed in 60 countries, intersperses his act with observations concerning
Christ's miracles from an illusionist's point of view.
CCC bills the show as "the most unusual program
you will ever witness." Well, I've never heard any
complaints about Andre Kole. See him April 22, 8
p.m., at Littlejohn Coliseum.

"There's never anything to do around this cow
college," he said. But after reading "Short pants,"
he knows exactly what to do in order to be constantly entertained. Friday he's taking in
"Threepenny Opera" for free. Saturday he and a
date are going Dutch to "A Clockwork Orange," 49
cents each at the.YMCA theater. Sunday there's
nothing to do. Monday he needs to cram for a quiz.
But Tuesday is "Pieces of April," for 25 cents.
Wednesday is t.v. night, and Thursday is the Chorus
concert for free. Next Friday he'll go hear Shawna
Harrington for 50 cents at the Gutter to wrap up the
week's big entertainment. Total tab for the week—
$1.24. If there were much more entertainment no
one could afford it anyway.

ALEJT
FANTASY— ADVENTURE— SCIENCE FICTION
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THINC5 WE LIKE
by Gary Ragan

Hot 'Lanta knows Joni is beautiful

Last Saturday night Joni Mitchell
stepped lightly up onto the stage at
Atlanta's Omni and moved a highly partisan crowd into a three-hour party. After
a short, set by her back-up, Tom Scott and
the L.A. Express, Joni took the stage and
immediately set the audience alight.
Most of the first set came from her new
Court and Spark album and she and the
Express worked very well together on the
jazzy new material. The sound was clear
and crisp, due to an excellent P.A. and, at
long last, a man on the mix board who
knew what he was doing.
One of the early highlights was a slow,
sensual version of "Turn Me On (I'm a
Radio)," set off by an echoing duet between Joni and lead guitar. This was
followed by a countrified version of "A
Free Man In Paris" that showed off the
singer-band closeness quite nicely and led
into "The Same Situation," another one
from the new album. This time Joni wove
her breathless, plaintive voice around a
lovely framework of guitar and flute laid
softly down by the band.
By about this time, the audience was
shouting and whooping between songs to
such an extent that Joni stepped away
from the microphone a couple of times,
laughing with delight. There was no going
wrong. Even the couple of times she forgot
lines brought applause, and she responded
to the audieace's attentions with fire and
enthusiasm. The voice was clear and
powerful, low and raspy or sweet and
painful, as the songs required. The last and
best song of the set was an eerie, unusual
and excellent "Woodstock." The
arrangement was completely different
from the studio versions(s) and seemed to
focus more intently on the words, as if she
were trying to focus attention on the event.

around who writes songs which are interesting enough for anyone to even care
how they came about, and she made her
descriptions entertaining and quite
engaging.
So it went, through "Blue," "Big Yellow
Taxi," and "Both Sides Now." This was
one of those rare nights when the audience
and performer were all in the right mood
and fed back and forth, each getting higher
and higher off the other. The woman, her
band and her crowd all worked hard to
please each other, and succeeded completely.

• • •

Rock's first musical historian, maybe.
The second set was about three times as
long as the first and began with Joni doing
several numbers accompanied only by
herself on guitar or dulcimer. The crowd
was still all hers.
"Thanks a lot. We really appreciate it.
Last night we were playing somewhere
and everybody in the show thought we
were playing at Madame Tussaud's.
Finally we got a few bird calls. That was
the best, reception of the night. CAAWW!
CAAWW! CAAAWW!"
Then the Express rejoined the lady

onstage and the Omni again echoed with
shouts and cheers as Joni Mitchell showed
the world a new face of rock 'n' roll. One of
the last numbers they did was her current
AM hit, "Raised on Robbery," done in a
startling flat-out rock style that communicated an enormous amount of energy
-and resulted in a standing ovation lasting
several minutes.
Through this all Joni interspersed
comments and descriptions of how and
why she wrote several of her songs, and
these moments were most, interesting and
intriguing. She is one of the few artists

It is now time to climb into an ivory
tower to pass judgment on the past year's
happenings. Herewith are the First Annual
Mark Farner Memorial Awards for
Various Achievements in Recorded Music.
The Warped Wax award is a tie, going to
both Columbia and Capitol Records for
steadfastly refusing to even answer our
several letters.
The Altamont Award for the most
disastrous fiasco goes to our own CDA for
the Blue Oyster Cult-Steely Dan concert.
The Sgt. Pepper trophy for the best
album of the year belongs to Rick
Wakeman for The Six Wives of Henry VIII.
No contest.
The Cheap Shot Certificate for rip-off of
the year is a tie between Rick Grech: The
Last Five Years, and The Ventures' new
Jim Croce Songbook.
Finally, the Hot 'Lanta medallion for
best new group of the year is also a joint
presentation to the Marshall Tucker Band
and the Irish band, Horslips.
continued to page 9
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ARRIVE APRIL 22
(barring any unforseen catastrophes)

Times of Distribution Reserved Books only
Monday April 22 1:00-8:00 P.M. Seniors and Graduate
Students
Tuesday April 23 1:00-8:00 P.M. Juniors
Wednesday April 24 1:00-8:00 P.M. Sophomores
Thursday April 25 1:00-8:00 P.M. Freshman
Friday April 26 1:00-8:00 Late pickup and general Sales
(Absolutely no general sales before Friday)
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Lieserson: social unrest limits Presidency
by Joyce Kelley
"Social dissension is a normal feature of the situations
that our President must deal with," stated Avery
Lieserson last Thursday in uaniei Auditorium, Ljeserson,
who is the current president of the American Political
Science Association, spoke on "Social Unrest and the
American Presidency" for the final lecture of "The
Future of the American Presidency" series.
Lieserson called "sensitivity about ideologies" and
"perceptions about social dissatisfaction" two of the
major qualities of a good President. He said that "We
must assume that social unrest provides limitations for
the President, but it does not define all that he may do."
The President is forced to deal with social disharmony
and the issues that cause it.
"individuals differ as to whether they think it is better
to deal with things piecemeal or wait until they erupt,"
according to Lieserson. A President must devise jjolicies
to drain off the tension of unrest.
One of the difficulties of dealing with unrest is that
public opinion rarely is exhibited in a clear majority or
minority during such times. "Above all else, the public
seems to need to find itself," Lieserson stated. "The
diversity of such a situation explains the excessive
dependence on presidential strength to show the direction
and provide a vital unifying center."
One of the chief indicators of a President's ability to
fulfill these tasks is his ability to martial support. If he
seems to have a mandate of public opinion in general, we
expect the Preident to take the lead in the political action.
"If he does, the President may harm unity instead of
increasing it," Lieserson explained.
While a President may gain a mandate in his election,
Lieserson noted, he has no assurance about which of the
issues in his campaign actually received popular approval. In many cases, the President misses his guess, as
did Lyndon Johnson when he sent men to South Vietnam
after receiving an electoral mandate in 1964. "This active
role undermined unity rather than strengthening it," he
said.
In Lieserson's opinion, the problem of social unrest and
the Presidency is more complex than mere votes and
ratings. "There are three factors that complicate the
problem. They are the popular theories of the Presidency,
the system factors that limit the office and the managerial

problems that must receive attention."
Three theories about the Presidency are evident in
American thinking. Lieserson called mem the elective
kingship theory, the chief magistrate theory and the
textbook theory.
"Under what I call the elective kingship theory,
Americans elect a new king every four years," Lieserson
explained. "We can call him king because he is, in fact,
the head of our armed forces and the head of his political
party, as well as the nation's chief representative
abroad."
Accordingly, many who follow this theory believe the
President to be only responsible to the people. "He is
theoretically beyond legal or social sanction," Lieserson
noted. This theory has been refuted for 200 years among
scholars and citizens since it is in direct conflict with
American ideas of free democratic government.
Most Americans distrust the corruption that spreads
from the powers of one man rule. "Only a person like a
king can effectively blame his subordinates for activities
as Nixon does," Lieserson said, maintaining that Nixon is
like a king when he says that he is responsible, but not to
blame, for the White House horrors.
Such situations are avoided in the second theory of the
Presidency, the chief magistrate or limited powers
theory. This theory was consistently supported by the
Supreme Court up until the 1930's. It states that there are
no inherent powers in the office except those stated or
clearly implied in the constitution.
"Defects in this theory are found in the limitations that
it bears," Lieserson said. It reduces the President to a
magnified attorney general, allows the legal norms of the
Supreme Court to control the President and makes one
branch of the government, the judiciary, higher than the
others.
Perhaps the best theory of the Presidency, according to
Lieserson, is the doctrine of responsible presidential
government or Franklin Roosevelt's stewardship theory.
"The President uses his formal powers as President, his
informal powers as party leader and his status as speaker
for the union to implement this theory," he explained.
This theory has advantages in its recognition of the
political sources of presidential power as well as the legal
restraints and opposition that the Presidency must face.

There are objections to it in its ambiguous nature, its
practical difficulties, its necessary compromises and
subversions and its pressure for the use of persuasion,
Lieserson feels. He said that "The realism of this theory
breaks down when those who dislike it are confronted with
the moral ambiguity of politics."
Lieserson maintained that "we cannot assume that one
or the other must be valid. We must instead apply each
one in its turn."
The second factor that limits presidential activity in
times of social unrest is the group or system factors that
limit the office according to Lieserson. These factors are
chiefly constitutional and political. They apply to "the
practical rules and institutions that regulate access to the
institution."
Some authorities find fault with the American constitutional system because it elects a President for a fixed
term so that he may remain in office instead of being
ousted at the defeat of his legislation, Lieserson maintained. Recall is unavailable in this system and the
President must be judged upon his whole record.
Another constitutional difficulty is the election system
itself which allows a President to come to office without
being the head of the majority party of Congress or of the
people. "American Presidents are almost never elected
on single issues," Lieserson stated. "Instead, party
platforms may contain many conflicting and manifold
issues. Therefore, a mandate is almost always indefinite."
Lieserson explained that the American system of
separation of powers makes the resignation of a President
virtually unheard of. "Even after a piece of legislation
that the President strongly believes in is turned down, a
President prefers to retain office," he said.
Lieserson noted two political factors which can cause
complications for the President. One is the size and
complexity of the issues that can cause social unrest in the
President's campaign or his term. The other is party
structure that automatically removes the defeated party's leader from power. Both factors create a politically
powerful President.
"Americans have an overwhelming bias for a strong
continued to page 14
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Employment market looking up
continued from page 2
now is recruiting for our college. We need
more graduates to fill all available
positions," Anderson indicated.
Textiles, South Carolina's native industry, and industrial management are
two majors which will prove increasingly
profitable for many graduates.
Wallace D. Trevillian, dean of the
College of Industrial Management and
Textile Science, said, "Frankly, students
in industrial management can almost
name any price for their starting salaries.
"This is fact," he added. "I know of one
student, an undergraduate, who has been
offered a starting salary of $15,000 for an
industrial management position."
One way a dean might predict the
current job market is to calculate job
interviews made on the campus. "In 1972,
59 firms scheduled interviews with our
students. This is an increase of 15 from
1971 and we think this figure has increased
for 1973," commented Trevillian. He
added that figures for 1973 have not yet
been compiled.
"The textile import problem is nothing
like it was several years ago. As a matter
of fact, the textile industry is now competing in the world market and exports are
increasing," said Trevillian. He explained
that these were two reasons for the
growing job market in textile science.
As in both the agricultural sciences and
the physical, mathematical and biological
sciences, most graduates in industrial
management and textile science accept
jobs through contacts made in their four
years as undergraduates and not
necessarily through formal interviews.
New demands in environment care and
the problems created by the energy crisis
are two reasons for the tremendous growth
of the engineering field.
"The outlook is much better this year
than last year at the same time. I estimate
that employment is up about 40 per cent
for engineering graduates," stated James
Edwards, dean of the College of
Engineering.
Edwards added, "The energy crisis is
what engineering is all about. This will
tremendously increase the job market for
engineers."
With an increased interest in city
planning and community development,
architecture graduates will be faced with
few problems in the coming years, said
Harlan E. McClure, dean of the College of
Architecture. "As nearly as we can tell,

the gutter

our own Clemson graduates from the
College of Architecture are in great
demand in the state and region and are
sought by firms throughout the East and
South."
The recreation professional can be
named among the ranks of those whose
futures are promising. Said William Davis
McGregor, dean of the College of Forest
and Recreation Resources, "Looking into
the future, it should be 'horizons unlimited'
for the recreation professional. With an
increasingly higher standard of living and
shorter or condensed work weeks for our
citizens, the time and money available for
recreation pursuits continually increases.
If anything, the job situation is better now
than at this time last year."

"I know of one student, an
undergraduate, who has
been offered a starting
salary of $15,000 for an industrial management
position." —Trevillian
Again, the ever-increasing interest in
the environment will call into action many
professional foresters whose knowledge of
ecological relationships makes them well
qualified for work in environmental
control, pointed out McGregor.
Job opportunities in the wood utilization
field are especially promising, he noted.
"Besides the traditional roles of nurses
in hospitals and private practices, new
roles in nursing are providing many more
job opportunities for our graduates,"
commented Geraldine Labecki, dean of
the College of Nursing. "There is now a
rapid growth in the area of public health
agencies and health maintenance
organizations," she said.

Food and
Drink
in basement
of

Said H. Morris Cox, dean of the College
of Liberal Arts, "The job market is tight
all around. However, I don't feel that It is
any worse or better than last year."
Cox commented that "one of the fastest
growing areas of business just now is
foreign trade." If business retains its
present growth rate, Cox suspects that
many positions will be created for the
liberal arts major who has gained an
acquaintance with a foreign language.
"Although the new graduate in liberal
arts or social sciences may not immediately find the particular job that he
wishes to devote his life to, the intellectual
and communications skills that he has
acquired fit him for a wide variety of
activities in every basic industry as well as
in his own academic specialty," stated
Cox.
According to Myrton Packer, coordinator of educational services, "The job
situation is a little stickier than one year
ago. For one reason, there is not as much
recruiting this year as last year. Of course,
this might be due to the fact that school
systems don't have the money to send
recruiters. Another reason is the declining
birth rate. School enrollment is declining
along with this."

Labecki emphasized that "economic
conditions and personnel practices have
not as a rule been conducive to long term
committments" in the nursing field. She
added that pregnancy leave sometimes
makes statistics show unstable markets in
nursing staffs.
"Studies have shown that if compensation is good and working conditions
are equally good, the married nurse will
work. Ninety-seven per cent of single
nurses work until marriage, and 60 per
cent of married nurses work," added

<=

by David Rowe
.
At its meeting Monday night, Student
Senate approved Student Body President
Reggie Brantley's nominations for his
cabinet members.
In addition to approving all nominations
made at the prior week's meeting, two new
nominations were approved. Jim Aston
has been selected as the new Student Body
Treasurer, and Shannon Bethea will now
serve as Student Body Secretary.
The senate next passed a resolution
entitled "Cowpaths" which calls for
bushes and other landscaping devices to be
installed in front of Long Hall. The purpose
of this resolution is to eradicate an
eyesore.
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Packer explained that one of the biggest
factors contributing to the packed market
is the use of teaching as a fall-back
profession. "Actually," he said, "there are
two groups entering the field. Those whose
business ventures fold up and college
graduates."
The national unemployment rate is
definitely a direct factor in the tight
educational job market. "Some people
graduate with teaching certificates and go
into other types of jobs using their certificate as something to fall back on. Since
national unemployment is so high, the
teaching field is more clogged up," Packer
said.
For the near future, the teaching
profession does not have a promising
outlook. However, Packer pointed out,
"Special education is one area of
specialization, along with industrial
education, which is offering a large
number of jobs."
For the most part, the deans are optimistic about employment in the United
States, particularly in the southern states.
Most statistics published with the Bureau
of Labor Statistics indicate that the
unemployment rate is decreasing and is
continuing to do so in 1974.
If trends continue as in recent years,
next year's abundance of talent spilling
from universities will be faced with even
more choices and wider opportunities.

Senate approves cabinet

J.
J.
MUSIC
0C0NEE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
rw

(an existence)

Labecki to emphasize her point that
marriage does not necessarily preclude
employment in the nursing field.
Two colleges which are not so optimistic
in their job predictions are the College of
Liberal Arts and the College of Education.

During debate over the resolution,
Senator John Rivers expressed objection
to the resolution by informing the Senate
that the master plan calls for a new
parking lot to be built in front of Long Hall.
Senator David Rowe, author of the
resolution, questioned the feasibility of
building more parking lots in the center of
a "walking campus." He further pointed
out that a nearby lot was usually half
empty and that building an additional
employee parking lot would serve no
purpose.
The senate also approved a bill
enlarging the Speakers Bureau from the
current five to eight members.

Harman Kardon Pioneer Sony Superscope Sennheiser

Now in Stock
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You Can Find The GA212 Only At

Music MACHINE
Anderson Hiway (At By-Pass 28) Ph 224-2562
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When we hired these

researchers, we invited
them to raise more questions
than they answered.
■BMfnM^HRMBK. . ::

.

...

.

Making your mark in business used to mean carving a comfortable niche for yourself and staying there. Promotion was simply a
matter of time, provided you could spend 20 years in the process.
But, today, business depends on technology. Technology that
can't wait a moment if it's going to keep pace with what's happening.
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on scientific research
makes the need for creative young minds more demanding than
ever. We must have people with drive and ambition, impatient to
put what they've learned into practice. People who get all the
freedom and responsibility they can handle, and tackle our problems with their ideas.
Which, we're happy to say, has helped many of our scientists
yield important discoveries. For example:
The woman on the left has devised new and improved photographic materials for specialized scientific applications in fields
such as astronomy and holography. The young man is an expert on
surface analysis. His work in photoelectron spectroscopy helps
to identify unknown substances. The woman on the right has a

_

dual background in gas chromatography and trace metal analysis,
which she's applied to analyzing pollution in rivers and streams.
They came up with new problems while solving some of our
old ones. But they've uncovered some promising answers, too.
As they continue their research, you may read about them again.
The oldest is just over 30.
Why do we give young men and women so much room to
test their ideas? Because good ideas often lead to better products.
Which are good for business. And we're in business to make a
profit. But in furthering our own business interests, we also further
society's interests. Which makes good sense.
After all, our business depends on society. So we care what
happens to it.

Kodak.
More than a business.
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Impeachment efforts continue
by John Ghrist

•^ »

AFL-CIO, have been applying pressure through
(CPS) — While Congress moves toward resolution
established channels similar to those of the ACLU,
of the impeachment question accompanied by wide
rather than through local protests and marches like
media coverage, a variety of groups have been
the NCIN.
• t
working behind the scenes to marshall support for
ACLU has advocated impeachment for different
impeaching the President.
reasons than those' commonly cited such as
Foremost among the national groups has been the
Watergate, illegal campaign funds and the illegal'
Washington, D.C.-based National Campaign to
bombing of Cambodia. Instead ACLU has favored
Impeach Nixon (NCIN).
impeachment because it believes that Nixon 4s
An NCIN spokesman in Washington described the
seeking to underminde the constitutional rights of
group as "the only national organization working
U.S. citizens. *
solely on impeachment." NCIN .has been acting as
- On Sept. 30, 1973, the ACLU National Board of .
coordinator and central communications group for
Directors passed a resolution urging impeachment
a coalition of local jmpeachment, labor, leftist,
because of this threat. Two charges in particular
student, antiwar and women's groups all working in
that the ACLU cited were the "Huston plan" which
i 150 cities'around the U.S. Most of these local groups!
. called for massive domestic wiretapping and the ,
ace conducting petition and letter-writing drives, 83
fact that Nixon deliberately concealed, the bombing
well a's holding teach-ins' and distributing leaflets to
of Cambodia and said he would do so again under <
educate the public on impeachment.
- .
similar circumstances. Rather than citing these ^
In addition, NCIN has organized a number of
specific acts, ACLU has claimedjheir implications •
events of national scope on howtb best put pressure
are justifications "for impeachment.
-^
on Congress to impeach Nixon. ~
The ACLU and NCINalso have different views on
In February NCIN sponsored a national "lobby'7 rove you fo'r.what you are,
the effect their campaigns are having. An ACLU
in" for impeachment, which brought close to 400
but
/ love you.y&t more for ;
spokesman said of the impeachment of Nixon by the
people, fmm 15 states to Washington to lobby their
„whaiyq\nare.going to be.-.
House, "It's inevitable. We don't have any -doubt
local congresspeople and most of the members of
that 4t will happen — it's not a question dT if, but_
the House Judiciary Committee.
' .
when."
•
•«. • f*"
, * In Mar.£h,. the group sponsored a national COB-NCIN has not been so optimistic. A^pokesman for
vention of impeachment groups in Chicago. .The^' '
the .NCIN Washington collective laid,."Impeachconference dealt with local organizational methods,
ment is much less of a sure thing than fs 'coming,
adopted, resolutions calling for local support of
across the IhadiaV' Now that themedia is" reporting- t
national group efforts in favor ofimpeachment and .
Congressional action,'a lot of people seem to agree
advocated specific local activities such as marches,
with the ACLU that impeachment is inevitable. As a
letter-writing pe'titioning, leafletting and other
'result, according totthe-NCIN spokesman, letters '
efforts to. make impeachment ' a major
and othercommunications with congressmen on the
congressional campaign issue in 1974. • . '
Impeachment question are beginning to taper off,
-Late this month, local groups acting Mjfth NCIN *
and this is seen as a bad sign by NCIN. "
will hold impeachment rallies in Los 'Angeles,
'lOnly pressiute'can force CongressTo-move," the
Chicago'and Washington and are hoping that other
NCIN spokesman, said, and added, "Democrats ace
"cities will organize rallies.
„'
by no means working to make this (impeachment)
• The approach of the* American Civil. Liberties
,j happen. They seem to be content just to keep Nixon
Unipn-(ACfcUTv* .Common "Cause and' other
on the ropes.". ; •
•
*
*
established national groups urging impeachment
NCIN said it doesn't forsee a vote by the Judiciary
has been somewjfttt different. ACLU nationally has • •
..Committee until late June^'which is a lull period in .
been providing speakers oa impeachment to
politics as fares students are concerned,.and when
various groups, doing legal research on im" it wUl be hardest to generate-any. so'rt of pressure oilpeachment, lobbying .arid organizing, petltion^and
the congressmen." A vote by the House on imletter-writing campaigns.. On the local level ACLU
peachment in June, NCIN said, could well go in
affiliates have their own programs.
... a
Nixon's, favor.
...
•>
. Common Cause and other groups, such as the

continued from page 5
*
Since this is the last issue of the year, I'd
liked to thank" some of the people vjho've
helped out with loaned albums, food for
Rumor Control, general-consultation,'
moral support, ttc. To .John Reese, BfD .
Quattleba'um, Charlie Bebko, Mike
Zeager, John Lei ten, Freak and Rabbit,
Danny Patterson and John Rountree go '
my sincere thanks and appreciation.
To Bill Davis at Elektra-Asylum, John

"YbuVe
always

thought
you
were

a Good
Neighbor.
Ihe American
Red Cross.

(JoinUs.)

• Bogartv-at Capricorn and Ann Snyaer at
UDC go many thanks for the cooperation
and assistance they have given. May the»
vinyl'never fun ^hbrt.
. I hppe* I have presented a reasonable
range of different tastes in music and
especially hope* I have focused some at, tention on some bands which deserve it but
haven't gotten it so fa*r. To everyone who's
read the column", thank you. * .
And to Susan, thanks for everything.
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the tiger
Tidelands vs. tourism
Although many legislative actions are difficult
for the average citizen to understand, much less
justify, the current controversy over the
proposed Sanders Tidelands Bill, scheduled to
come before the House this week, is particularly
puzzling.
The need for such legislation has been welldocumented by concerned environmentalists,
who point out that the gradual destruction of the
state's tidelands resource is taking place daily.
Yet many "public servants," realizing the truth
behind conservationalist's arguments, claim to
agree with the bill "in principle" but are not
quite willing to put their foot into the sticky
tidelands problem.
They argue that while some environmental
controls are definitely called for, the Tidelands
Bill is simply too stiff, and that by slowing down
coastal development, the legislation might
severely hurt South Carolina's yearly tourist
income.
What these legislators choose to ignore is that
the tidelands system, rather than the state's
coastal resorts and vacation spots, is South
Carolina's most valuable economic resource.
These swampy marshlands which serve as
nursery grounds for about 85 per cent of the
state's salt water and commercial fish, are vital
to the prosperous fishing industry that yields
millions of dollars in annual revenue. In addition, experts estimate that each acre of
marshland is* worth about $83,000 to the state's
economy — and that, they insist, is a conservative estimate.
Because of their economic, as well as their
ecological assets, the tidelands system merits
strict protection from would-be developers.
Research has shown that any tampering with
this delicate system could have disastrous effects on its productivity; thus, even the "good
intentions" of so-called ecology-conscious
developers must be frowned upon.
Despite the fact that all evidence points to the
need for tidelands regulation, many legislators,
particularly those from the Low Country coastal
areas, say that they will fight this "unfortunate"
attempt to limit development. Indeed, reaction
to the bill in preliminary hearings has been very
unfavorable.
Hopefully, these lawmakers will re-evaluate
their opposition to the Sanders Bill and their
staunch defenses of the merits of continued
coastal development. To allow self-serving
developers to rob South Carolinians of a vital
part of the state's revenue is clearly contrary to
the public welfare, which elected officials nave
sworn to protect.
The needless destruction of the tidelands, like
all environmental damage, is beneficial to no one
in the long run. Perhaps South Carolina
legislators will take this into account before it is
to0 late
M# thomptoa
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Children as commodities
by Elnora Cannon

The birth rate of the human race is declining in all
the so-called "advanced" societies of the world
today. One may ask if this decline can be explained
using "laws" of supply and demand, with children
being viewed as a commodity, and, if so, exactly
what type of commodity.
First, the question of whether children are a
commodity must be answered. A commodity is any
good or service that yields satisfaction to the consumer. Children can certainly be thought of as a
commodity today, for, with the advent of effective
birth control, the consumer does have a choice

between having or not having children. A choice has
always been available really, but the price for
chooseing not to have children has always before
now been exorbitantly high.
Having determined that children may be thought
of as a commodity, one may then attempt to
determine why the demand for children seems to be
decreasing.
One of the major determinants of the demand for
a commodity is the income of the consumer. There
are generally thought to be two types of goods
available to the consumer. With the normal or
superior good, as income rises, demand also rises.
The other type of good is called an inferior good, and
the consumer decreases his consumption of this
type of good as his income rises. The behavior of the
market today seems to suggest that children are
viewed as inferior goods by the consumer.
But maybe there has not really been a change in
demand for children, perhaps only a change in
quantity demanded. A change in quantity
demanded is caused by only one thing, the price of
the product. TThe price of children has certainly
increased, and the quantity demanded of children
has decreased for most all people.
As one observes the behavior of children as a
commodity in the world today, it becomes quite
evident that children are indeed a special type of
commodity. The market behavior of this unique
commodity is extremely difficult to explain. But
needless to say, there will probably always be an
adequate supply of children because of the many
pleasing externalities associated with getting and
keeping children.

editorials
letters
Jim Miles does
not understand
Surely hope Jim Miles read
"Trailing The Tiger" by Kerry
Capps in last weeks' Tiger
(because it seems as though he
didn't see the Tigers play
basketball the last four years —
or else he just doesn't understand
basketball, coaching or coaches,
plus a few other details in life.)
Louise 0. Sanders

Career choice
more important
The April 5 employment
outlook article by Eileen Moore
calls attention to one of the
crucial problems students face in
career planning. Job market
information for 1974 college
seniors is of limited value to high
school students who are five to 10
years from that point in time.
The reference to changes which
the computer caused should be
clarified. The net result has not
been to reduce employment, but
to replace routine activities with
more challenging assignments
which require additional skills
and training.
While it is difficult to make
specific plans in a dynamic
society, the freedom to make
(and to change) career choices is
far more important, in the
growth and development of each
individual as personal goals are
achieved.
Greg Hughes

Club needs
interest, help
In recent years, the rising
number of special interest clubs
and organizations on campus has
introduced many students and
faculty members to the "other"
role present in athletics. The
"other" role that I speak of, is the
role of the participant, rather
than the role of the spectator. The
emphasis on participation can be
greatly credited to the increased
efforts of the intramural
department, but still more emphasis is needed.
It is with this in mind that Ann
Rauscher and I have formed the
Gymnastics Club here on campus. Clemson has a great need for
athletic clubs that women can
participate in, as well as men.
Aside from running laps, or
shooting baskets with the guys,
there is little a girl can do on
campus to try to keep in shape.
I'd like to see more students
and faculty members get involved with athletic clubs and
organizations outside of the intramural department. Please

don't think that I don't support
intramurals. I feel that the intramural program here at
Clemson is terrific; but if a
person can find one particular
sport that interests him or her
especially, then this person is
more apt to work at it on a
regular, or even a daily basis.
One of the reasons this club was
formed was in hopes of
establishing a competition
team—not right off the bat, but
perhaps in the years to come.
With Clemson's size, and the
backing of the Athletic, intramural and RPA departments,
Clemson has as much potential as
any school in the nation, to
become a power in gymnastics.
As the club has just been formed, I naturally have many
wishes'and expectations for the
years to come. In particular, I'd
like to see the RPA department
eventually offer a course in basic
gymnastics or even several
courses on individual pieces of
equipment. I hope very much
that the cheerleaders will work
with us on such pieces as the
mini-tramp and reuther boards,
to add a little tumbling to their
routines.
The club also has hopes of
inviting the Danish National Gym
Team to perform an exhibition
here at Clemson next year. This
would not only be entertaining,
but would be of cultural value.
Clemson needs the variety. In
due time, there is the possibility
that the club may be able to
perform at the halftime portion of
home basketball games, if so
desired.
I ask any students and
especially faculty members who
are interested in the club to give
me a call. I hope we'll be able to
start some tumbling and some
floor exercise work next week,
and really hope that by next fall
we'll have some rings, p-bars,
unevens and a beam to work
with.
I'd like to thank the athletic and
intramural departments and
especially R. M. Frye of the RPA
department, for their help.
Ky Ostergaard

Road block
is beneficial
We are commenting on Danny
Ross' article, "Closing Stadium
Road," in the April 5 issue of the
Tiger. We are unaware that
Stadium Road is closed to traffic,
since we travel Stadium Road
every morning coming to class.
We believe that Ross means
South Palmetto Boulevard. He
should consult his campus map in
the 1973-74 Student Handbook for
proper identification of the
campus street network.
Concerning the closing of South
Palmetto Boulevard, the idea for
closing the road was researched
by Robert Eflin, the campus

master planner. We wonder how
much research Ross did in
coming to his conclusions and
determining the location of the
barriers.
There has been a decrease in
pedestrian conflicts ("hit and
run") along the route. Contrary
to Ross, we have observed
pedestrian-cyclist-vehicular
accidents on South Palmetto
Boulevard prior to placement of
the barricades. Since the
blockade went into effect, we
have also observed a marked
decrease in traffic accidents at
the corner of South Palmetto and
Fernow Streets.
Referring to engineering
economics, one must consider all
costs and benefits involved for
each alternative. Pollution and
vehicle running costs are not the
only considerations. Accident
costs would be another major
factor. The overall costs of accidents involves the cost of motor
vehicle and medical commodities, travel time, nontravel
time, professional and other
personal services and the nonpriceable pain, anguish, suffering and sentimentalities involved. If one considers accident
costs in addition to fuel and
pollution costs, a study would
probably show that the
barricades are, in fact,
beneficial.
A graduate student in transportation engineering here has
concluded from his research data
that there are 1033 additional
vehicle-miles per day for faculty
and staff since the barriers were
erected. Removal of the barriers
will also mean many more
students would choose to drive
between east and west campus.
Faculty and staff intra-campus
vehicular travel would also increase. This intra-campus travel
might actually increase the total
number
of
vehicle-miles

traveled. We suggest that in view
of the current energy crisis,
individuals be encouraged to
walk or ride bikes for their intracampus travel.
In retrospect, we wonder why
we even bothered to comment on
Ross' article due to the irrational
and nonsensical nature of his
remarks.
RonEck
Rick Evans
Slade Exley

Redfern offers
freer love life
To those who might be concerned, I have repented of my
promiscuous behavior. I do not
mean to hurt anyone on a personal basis. I did not make this
decision for personal reasons.
Let me explain. I was having
problems with irregular, painful
cramps, so I went to our excellent
infirmary, Redfern Health
Center. Although, nothing was
actually said openly, I was led to
believe that our understanding
"doctors" and "nurses" would be
more than willing to hand out
BC's for my problem and that if
the pills just happened to give me
a freer love life they would understand what it meant to be
young, especially in this immoral
setting.
Further, I found some
mysterious bugs in my hair. I
wash my hair every day; I'm not
a dirty person. Concerned, I went
to Redfern. Dr. V. said they could
be due to anything — my sex
experience could be a probable
cause.
So you see boys of CU, I'm
frightened. My promiscuity has
caused a general degeneration of
my health. It's just a matter of

NIXON SAID
NtXOW SAID
THE WAR WAS
THE ENER©y
OVER
CRISIS HAS
PASSED.
MORETHAW
975, OOO
X WAITED
. VIETNAMESE
W IN UNE
<
* HAVE BEEN *
VESTEfeDAy
KILLED, WOUUDED,
TO BUy GAS
OR MADE
AT 56* PER
HOMELESS SINCE
GALLON.
PEACE WAS
DECLARED.

NIXOW SAID
THERE WILL
BE NO
RECESSION.
X WAS LAID
OFF MY JOB
TODAV

time
before
my
health
deteriorates to the point that each
headache and each common cold
is a result of my familiarity with
so many guys. I have a hangnail
now. Do I dare to find the cause?
I never knew that every illness,
every complaint njade by a
student at CU was due to sex. I
also want to thank Redfern for
telling me I have an exciting sex
life. I never knew one existed.
Repentent

Narc actions
not called for
In response to the uncalled for
actions of the Pickens County
Narcotics Squad, we are writing
this letter of protest. Friday,
April 5, at the Steely Dan Concert, we were close witnesses to
acts which can only be described
as police brutality.
A pot smoker in the stands was
jumped by five narcs. The
smoker, suddenly smothered by
five men, understandably started
struggling, whereupon he was
held down by four narcs while the
fifth repeatedly smashed him in
the head with a billie club.
When they had half molested
the smoker, they began to haul
him off. The smoker slipped and
fell in the aisle. Instead of
assisting him, a narc viciously
grabbed his hair and smashed his
head down on the cement steps.
When the smoker's girl protested
his treatment, she was grabbed
and literally dragged out. The
police continued the harrassment
of the two on their way out of the
coliseum.
People sitting next to the
smoker told us that he was not
informed of his rights; nor did the
police properly identify themselves.
continued to page 16

NIXON SAID
HEWILL
NEVER
RESI6KL
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On campus
Achievements
rewarded
More than 2,700 Clemson University
students were cited for superior*scholastic
achievement and excellence in nonacademic areas during Honors and
Awards Day ceremonies Wednesday.
The event is Clemson's traditional
annual observance to recogwfze student
achievement.
Student recipients of the top Clemson
non-academic award, the Algernon ..
Sydney. Sullivan Medallion given for
outstanding serviee to the University,
were senior electrical engineering ♦major '
Johrf S. Pratt 6f KJranvflle, Ohhj, "and
senior mathmatics majorJanet L. Bridges - of Greenville.
Non-student recipient of the Sullivan'
award was Everett Laitala of Clemson,
former head of the engineering' services .
department and professor of industrial .
engineering.* Laitala retired lastr
December after 15 years at the University.
The Trustees Medal, awarded*annually !
by the Board of Trustees- to the besrV
speaker in the student body, went to Frank
B. Adams III, sophomore administrative..
management major from Seneca.« '■
Sara, E. Cromer- of Seneca, senior
' mathematics major, received the highest
academic award for women, the American
'Association of University Women,"Avyard,
given annually lo the, coed whe will

graduate with the highest grade point
radio. She has compiled a perfect 4.0 grade
average.
The Phi Eta Sigma Award for the male
senior with the highest scholastic
average went to Arvyn B'. Watson Jr.,
physics major from Shreveport, La., also
with a 4.0 grade average.
Cromer and Watson also won the Phi
'Kappa Phi Awards, which are given to
juniors or seniors with the highest
scholastic averages.
I"

CD A senior
staff selected
Central Dance Association senior
staffers for 1974-75 will be Headed up by
President Mike. Blackwellv and Vice
President David Hogshed.
CD A secretary-treasurer is St we
Murray, and Rip Home jyill.be the new
' floor manager. •
, Doug Thompson will take care of CDA
publicity. "Nancy Chastaift will be the
junior stag, manager; and Frank Carson .
* will take on the position of public relations
" director. Alternate will boRick Martin. ,

'Forestry Club
siteeps clean
' Clepson's Forestry Club captured JMird
plSSe in tl#Seventeenth Annual Conclave
of the Association of Southern Forestry
Clubs, held in Clayton, N. C. March'29 and
30.
.' '
\ *
«•

Student Union
~' croivns 'King

l

Lead by Dr. VaffLear of the department
of .forestry, the. Clemson plub competed
with ten other schools.

*

Steve King is the nfewlj* elected president
of the Student Union for 1974-'75^*nternal
and gxternal vice presidents are,
respectively, Michael Mullen and Rhett
Members of the' team who "placed in the
. •* . ' % "*
Tconipetitton w.ere' Frank Mdtinney, • Atkins. ■*
placing first in archery; Gene Harden, 7 The Contemporary Entertainment,
Committee will be headed up by Louis,
placing first in knift throw; Leon Rhodes,
Carannante. Clint Wetmore is the- new-»
placing first in compass andrpacing-,* Larry
?
chairperson
*of «the Coffeehouse** Cum-,
Walton, placiag second in wood'idenmittee.
-v
.••*
tification; Randy Schulley, placing third in**
Chairperson of the Films Committee .is
timber estimation and Tout Koppe,.
Chuck Medberry;.-vjith Debbie Wheat,
placing third in%bait casting. ^
*
heading the Games and^ Recreation.
Committee. •

SPARE TIME BUSINESS
**

GIVE
.
THE WORLD
A HELPING
HAND. .
MAIL YOUff CHECK:
MRE - »f*' twm .m 10016

i

M MM offices

where
the lilies
bloom
|| STARTING WEDNESDAY

I STREISAND
5 a BEDFORD

astro 3 theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE/654 1670

. The 1974-i?5 TAPS senior staff will work
witfioi-t%an'«editor-in-ehief. Instead, ^ha
staff will be headed by a committee of
four: Scott Myers, business manager;
Carol Meincke, designer; Jean Doran,
' copy editor; and Eric Durham, head <
- photographer.
>
3, Other staffers- include. Curt Howard,
advertising editor; Mollle Johnson,
•Greeks'.editor; Dan Coles, sports editor; :
and Meg La timer, classes editor. •
•■*.
Janice Johnson* wyi edit the honoraries
and stjjdent government sections. JEditingthe administration section will- be Jean
"Doran.
•'
. "*•?
* *
Ann Pinson is responsible for th£student
* associations and military sections. Who's
who and professionals sections will* be
edited by Kathy Davis.
• *•
Senior staff .photographers are Jim . •
' Tuten, Mike Diamond and Tony Watson.

tf

• t

*.*

T

0 :

PEPSI
•-

TE&RY BOTTLING CO.
North M ain St., :.
A nderson, S.C.
Harman Kardon Pionser Sony Superscope Sennheiser

Music Machine's
Hottest Receiver Ever

Harmon Kardon's
330 B
Receiver gives you *300 of
performance
(Really!- Check it out yourself)
for

200

Hot from the oven
freshly prepared and

THE WAY WE WERE
COLUMBIA PICTURES mi RASTAR PRODUCTIONS Prwwi
A RAY STARK-SYDNEY POLLACK hcductn [pQ]

1CMJB COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF'
NABISCO SNACKHTEMS. -

PIZZA

COMING SOON

Cotnrriittee to
steer TAPS -

.**•*.

Hnaiatrs
'AT THE
VtutojIjaU

United Artists

:•
J

*-*

Own your own profitable vending business.* $200 to $600
monthly earnings possible ill your spare time (day or eve.).
NO SELLING.. If selected, you will be servicing company
established locations. *
.
„•
+

REQUIREMENTS: $>1,d00 to^,000CASR INVESTMENT,'
•
(secured by machines and merchandise)
good character, dependable auto, and 6 tq 9 spare hours,
weekly. Income starts immediately! 'Vie'supply product,"
machines, locations, expansion financing, buy back option,
and professional guidance. If you are sincerely interested"
in applying for this genuine opportunity toward financial
success, please call or write (include phone number) for personal Interview in your area to:
• . *
MR. ROBERT L. ANDERSON
WORLD INDUSTRIES INC.
Executive Suite 303
*
•
.
1919 East 52nd. Street •
Indianapolis. Indiana 46205
»
Telephone (317) 257*5767

A FUQUA COMPANY
NOW SHOWING

: •

'.'*■•

Jam Sessions and Special Events Committees are led by Doug Davenport and
Fred Bethea, respectively. Bill" Kossler
will head the Cultural Committee and
Steve Rollins will take the position of
Travel Committee chairperson.
Doug Hipp will handle publicity and*
public relationships. The Outdoor
Recreation Committee will have Rebecca
Killington at its head.

Available Only At

!

baked perfectly for
your enjoyment

Music MACHINC
Anderson Hiway (At By-pass 28) Ph 224-2562

</> Advent JBL Marantz Harman Kardon Pioneer Son*
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MONROE

WAGNER

DAN BAKER AUTOMOTIVE
Wholesale and Retail Sales
BEST DAM PARTS IN TOWN
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNTS

in

W

<

100 Old Stone Church Rd., Clemson, S.C.
Phone 654-5807
ISA will meet Monday, YMCA Foreign
Student Lounge. Elections are scheduled
along with a film entitled "Thirty-three Men
— Five Hundred Miles" about the Indianapolis Five-Hundred auto race. Free.
All interested persons are invited to attend.

SAM will sponsor its annual awards picnic
Friday, 4 p.m., Twin Lakes Picnic Area
Awards will be presented for SAM Man of
the Year, Senior, Junior and Sophomore of
the Year. Any member needing a ride should
meet in front of Sirrine Hall at 4 p m
Reservations should be made with Art
Petzell at 654-2879.
PHOTO CLUB will hold its final meeting of
the semester Monday 7:30 p.m., 208 Sirrine
Hall. All members are requested to be
present.

DEPARTMENT of Student Services will
be collecting refrigerators April 25-27, 2-5
p.m. Refrigerators will be collected in
Bradley Hall basement April 24 and 25 and in
Manning Hall basement April 25. $10 deposit
will be returned to those who turn their
refrigerators in on time. Deposit will be
forfeited on those returned late.

ALL STUDENTS are to make reservations
for summer school 1974 and-or have their
programs of study for first semester 1974-75
approved by their class advisers'April 16-18.
Materials may be obtained in Tillman Hall
Auditorium April 15. Completed preregistration materials may be returned
through April 19. Tillman Auditorium will be
open each day, April 1519, from 8 a.m. until
4:30 p.m., including the usual noon 1 p.m.
lunch hour.
ECKANKAR, Ancient Science of Soul
Travel, the Path of Total Awareness, will be
the subject of a lecture by George McClendon,
international
speaker
for
ECKANKAR, and present director of the
ECKANKAR Southern States Regional
Seminar,
"Festival
of
Spiritual
Awakening," to be held in Atlanta, May 2526. McClendon will speak on campus at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, April 23, in
Tillman
Auditorium. The public is invited.

DELTA SIGMA NU will hold its annual
Banquet Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.. Gold Room of
Clemson House. Dress will be semiformal.
Members who plan to attend must call
Charley Wray at 6469 or Becky Reinousky at
6821 before Monday. Elections will be held at
7 p.m. before the banquet, in the Gold Room.

ECKANKAR will hold its last meeting of
the semester Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., 103
Strode Tower. All interested persons are
invited to attend.

"A Clockwork Orange," plays through
Sat., 6:30 and 9:30 p.m., YMCA theater.

MONDAY:
"High Plains Drifter," plays through
Wed., 7:10 and 9 p.m., YMCA theater.

ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS seminar,
April 25, 4 p.m., will present Donald G.
Hager of Calgon Corp., speaking about
"Industrial Wastewater Treatment Using
Activated Carbon."
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA (Girl's Service
Sorority) wilt ioin in the March of Dimes
pledge walk to be held April 13 in Greenville.
Anyone who will sponsor a walker by paying
a specified amount (at least 10 cents a mile),
please contact Jean Hunt (6700) or Deb
Kimmitt (6711) or write GSS, Box 5095.

AL ABRAMS, assistant director of admissions, Medical University of South
Carolina, will be in the placement office,
student center, beginning at 2 p.m. on April
25, to talk with those students who have an
interest in the health professions.

THURSDAY:
"Blood of a Poet," 8 p.m., Lowry Aud.,
free.

SUNDAY:

"Woodstock," plays through
p.m., YMCA theater.

"The Legend of the Lone Ranger" and
"Captain Marvel," 8 p.m., YMCA theater.

Coffee
House . Concert,
Shawna
Harrington, appears through Sat., adm. 50c.

Sat., 7:30

ROOMMATES WANTED: 3 girls needed
to share apartment during the summer. Two
bedrooms, air conditioned with pool. Close to
campus. Very reasonable. Call 654-4640.

WANTED: House for end of summer and
next year. Condition does not have to be
great; I like to fix things. However, rent
must be reasonable. Contact Dean at 8823024 after 10 p.m. on weekdays.

LOST: One pair of gold rimmed men's
glasses in black plastic case. Lost
somewhere between Schilletter and
downtown Clemson last weekend. Reward.
Call Ricky at 656-7014 or 654-4232.

FOR SALE: Zeiss Contaflex 35-mm
camera. Tessar 50-2.8 lens, full flash synchronization, leather case, shutter speeds
to 1-500 sec. Built-in light meter. Very good
condition. Call 654-2307.

OPENINGS: Desk girl positions for Benet
Hall for next semester. Interested persons
may apply with the head resident or main
desk, in Benet Hall.
NEEDED: Secretary-bookkeeper for
Keowee Key Development project. Salary
negotiable. No shorthand. Contact B. J.
Black in Greenville at 271-8280, Ext. 125.

CHAMPION

KaZOOS

to

Electric

Guitars

Come See Our Egg Art
Specials
B.

.

—Cassette

Blank —Cartridge
—reel
Wide Selection of 8-tracks
and albums

BARNETT MUSIC
CENTER
Downtown Clemson

.^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm^.

classifieds
FOUND: Basketball in very good condition. Inquire with Bert in F-227 or call 6567902.

NLEHOFF

RALLY CAT tryouts will be held from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.Monday thru Thursday in
Littlejohn Coltiseum.

student union
FRIDAY:

QUAKER STATE

gone i/ the romance
that UUQ//0 divine:

>
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o
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Changes for women's sports?
continued from page 3
the self-supporting athletic programs,
funds would be withdrawn from other
areas, possibly academics.
"Clemson University is solidly behind
all efforts to eliminate any kind of
discrimination, whether on the basis of
race, religion, sex or otherwise,"
McDevitt stated.
"If people will keep their heads — interest groups go to extremes sometimes —
the goal to give equal opportunity to both
sexes could certainly be worked out under
reasonable regulations," he concluded.
Women's participation in the intramural
program has been steadily rising since the
program started in 1972, according to
Intramural Director Banks McFadden.
Most of the women's competition is in
softball, touch football, basketball and
volleyball teams. There has also been one
female student competing in cross
country. Only two girls signed up for ten
is this spring.
"Each year team play has developed,
but it's not anywhere near what we'd like it
to be," said McFadden. He would like to
see a great deal more participation in the
women's sports, and encourages any
suggestions for competition in which the
female students are interested. "We leave
it up to them," he said.
McFadden would especially like to see
more women involved in running the intramurals. "I really don't feel men should
be running the women's programs."
He would like for women interested and
qualified in refereeing to come see him.
However, he said that girls' team captains
usually prefer for boys to referee.
More facilities are also being provided
for women's intramurals. McFadden
hopes to soon have dressing facilities for
them.

"^fiwil

House, one of the team's coaches, said
efforts were made to find girls for the rifle
team. Girls are presently participating in
the sport. According to House, "Women
tend to hold up better under the pressure of
a rifle.match."
In the meantime, guidelines for Title
Nine are in the process of being formulated for publication. They will deal
with admissions and recruitment,
educational programs and activities and
employment in educational programs and
activities.
In a memo to executive officers of the
National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges, Susan Fratkin,

director of special programs, stated, "It is
unfortunate that there should be so much
fear and distrust generated by the
development of these (forthcoming)
guidelines. It would seem that these
guidelines must be read in the clear cold
light of day, hopefully without too many
biases, and understood as to what their
impact on our institutions will be."
The issue is still up in the air, and officials are undecided as to what the implications will be for their edu educational
institutions. As to Clemson's position,
McDevitt stated, "We don't know yet what
we will do, but when the guidelines come
out, we will comply."

continued from page 2
President since no one is willing to face the results of
dividing presidential responsibilities," Lieserson
asserted. "The problem is how to make the job possible

Lieserson

for one person to handle." According to Lieserson, no one
really advocated confining either Congress or the
President to either policy-making or carrying out action.
Lieserson maintained that we should enable the
President to delegate managerial duties and concentrate
on policy-making. Difficulties arise when this is done as
was seen in the Nixon Administration. The operation of
the White House staff is a difficult problem, and according
to Lieserson, no President has dealt with it successfully.
Distinguishing between the Presidency and the
President, Lieserson said that "the office is the measure
of the stand of the man, not he of it." Although a President
may affect the office, we judge the President as a man of
politics who has to weigh his principles against what he
has to do in office.
Lieserson concluded by saying that "Whether Congress
impeaches Nixon or not, he need not worry that the
American people will maintain the office as their institution of control on social and political unrest."

Take a break
and a good buy on
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On the question of the development of
women's varsity sports, he noted, "If
we're going to develop women's intercollegiate sports, they're going to have
to start participating more."
Intramural sports could provide the
opportunity for the development of interest and skills, possibly leading to a
means of evaluation of talent and future
implementation of an intercollegiate
sports program for women, he said.
Before becoming full-fledged varsity
sports, most sports have to start out as
sports clubs. The soccer team began as
such a club. Women's sports at Clemson
are at this status and are funded as other
student organizations, through student
activity fees.
The women's fencing team is such a
club. The men's team is funded through
the athletic department, whereas the
women's team receives money through
Student Government. Fencer Donna
Basinger stated that the girls have been
hampered by travel expenses, since the
best competition is found out of state, but
that they are in pretty good shape as far as
equipment goes.
"Clemson is the center of fencing
competition in the state," according to
Basinger. "Our women's team can beat
any of the members of the men's team,
and they (the men) would admit it," she
declared.
The team is -struggling for survival at
this time, however, due to the graduation
of so many members. Basinger feels that it
could not achieve varsity status unless
local support and interest were aroused so
that more people would put money into the
sport.
Women have also proved their skills on
the Clemson rifle team. Captain R. W.

Cowboy Jackets
Blue Jean Pants
Clemson T Shirts
Gym Shorts
at

1

JUDGE KELLER'S STORE
Downtown

Clemson

J. P. Stevens
needs a few good Tigers!
The Clemson Plant of J. P. Stevens needs a few
good Clemson students to take on important
weekend positions in the Finishing section. You
can choose among three shifts, which do not
interfere with weekday activities :
12 midnight Friday to 8 a.m. Saturday
4 p.m. to 12 midnight Saturday
12 midnight Sunday to 8 a.m. Monday
Good pay near the campus. From the campus
come by the Dairy Barn, turn right at the old US
Gin. Apply today at the Clemson Plant, where
the good jobs are!

J. P Stevens & Co., Inc.
Clemson Plant — Clemson, South Carolina
An Equal Opportunity Employer

There's no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier.
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself
—but it may free you from those financial problems
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your
concentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll
receive a good monthly allowance all through your
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a health care officer in the military
branch of your choice you enter a professional
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
satisfying.
An environment which keeps you in contact with
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on
your specialty. Which may present the opportunity
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
You may also find some of the most advanced
medical achievements happening right where you
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treatment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San

Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its
work in Medical Research.
And if you've read this far, you may be interested
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll
supply them.
Armed Forces Scholarships
Box A
Universal City, Texas 78148

Z-CN-44

I desire information for the following program: Army n
Navy O Air Force Q Medical/Osteopathic Q Dental □
Veterinary Q Podiatry □ other (please specify)
Namp
(please print)
Soc. Sec. #
ArirlrP«
r.iiv
StatP
Enrolled at
(school)
To graduate in
(month)

(year)

(degree)

Date of birth
(month)

(day)

•Veterinary not available in Navy Program.

ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE
DEDICATED TO MEDICINE AND THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT

(year)
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CDA Presents

IN CONCERT

WITH

Speedwagon
Friday
May 3
9 P.M.

Littlejohn Coliseum
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Tickets
advance general admission

$525

floor

$525
$525

door
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Factory Authorized Price Reduction!!!
If you've been WAITING for a four channel
receiver with loads of power, quiet tuner,
versatility and a price you could easily afford.
Then look at the Facts on the HARMAN

letters
continued from page 11
Due to this instance, and
others, such as a student being
arrested at the Cheech and Chong
concert for lighting a jay for
someone else, we feel that CDA
and the University should do
something to prevent these unnecessary actions from taking
place.
We also feel that local
authorities should bar violent,
sadistic bastards from holding
any position on the police force.
Pissed Off and Scared Shitless

Save gas and
use your legs

KARDON 800 + original list price "600.
Now reduced price

500

power 4 x 22 watts RMS. 2 X 50 watts RMS; sensitivity 2.0
Microvolts features: sq. Matrix, RM Matrix. CD-4
Demodulators, two tape monitors, high and low filters. You
can find Harmon Kardon only at
Anderson Hiway
(At By-pass 28)
Ph 224-2562

Music MACHINE

</> Advent JBL Marantz Harman Kardon Pioneer Son*

Because I live on campus, I
seldom find myself in the "hole";
however, for the past six
semesters I have had to cross
Palmetto Blvd. (not Stadium
Road) every day in order to
reach Lee Hall and Lowry Hall.
For two years I had to wait for
cars who considered Palmetto
Blvd. a drag strip. Often these

Montezuma® Tequila

STREAKER
PUNCH
One bottle Montezuma Tequila.
Two quarts orange juice.
Half quart pineapple juice.
A big chunk of ice.
Mix in punch bowl, water bucket, or wash tub.
Garnish with:
2 peeled oranges.
2 peeled lemons.
2 peeled limes.
Serve in unadorned paper cups.

cars made no effort to avoid me,
a lowly pedestrian, consequently,
I found myself nearly run-down
(no, there have been no hit-andruns, but it's a great wonder.) I
have all too often been the
recipient of that great American
gesture of disgust, i.e. the finger,
because I was in the act of
crossing the road on foot when
someone was travelling down
that road at breakneck speed (no
joke; 55 mph would be a conservative figure; plenty of
gasoline can be saved at that
speed though.)
All three major commuter lots,
as well as major resident lots, are
accessible from Perimeter Road.
This accessibility to Perimeter
Road makes for quick and simple
exit from parking lots and from
the campus and causes minimal
concern to pedestrians. Commuter lots are no further from
the center of campus than any
dorms; residents walk; commuters have legs. Save your
gasoline.
I speak not only for myself, but

for all who have to cross
Palmetto Blvd. to reach the LeeLowry complex and the P. and A.
complex and probably for many
commuters who park in the
"hole" who have to cross
Palmetto Blvd. to reach most
classes, when I say that someone
did the right thing by closing
Palmetto Blvd. during the day.
Kenneth H. Brown Jr.

Some oppose
'decency' loss
After four years, I guess I
couldn't survive without doing
this.' I have refrained from
commenting on the things that
appear in the tiger for my entire
time at Clemson, but no longer. I
wish now to comment on two
letters printed in the Tiger last
week so that all readers may
know that not all students are
unified in the opposition of
authority.
First I want to comment on
Allen Keaton's attack on Susan
Deloney. I was glad he wrote,
because I hadn't noticed that
Playboys, etc. were removed
from the canteen, but I am really
glad. I am not the only one who is
thankful for this act of mercy,
either! Sure, these magazines
have wonderful articles by
famous authors (so they say), but
I never see any of the great articles taped to the dorm room
walls. It may be that there is not
as much interest in the articles as
people would have you think!
After seeing some of the people
who live in these dorms, I am
glad these undesirables have
been removed from public view.
Those who want them may order
them by mail and save the rest of
us from having to endure them
when we visit the canteen. I have
commented on this matter to the
ladies who sell the literature,
finding that they agree and that it
is embarrassing to them to have
to sell the magazines.
Just for the record, I am in
favor of the rest of the things
mentioned, especially Ms.
Deloney's stand on visitation
rules. The old excuse, "We're old
enough to take care of ourselves," only means, "We want to
do those things Mom and Dad
never let us do."
Also, not all students are in
favor of Spoon's opening a game
room in Harper's old location.
The merchants who oppose the
beer license have good reason
from all I've heard, and what
reason would they have to oppose
an establishment that the
students want and need unless it
were detrimental to their own.
Again the students say, "We're
old enough to take care of ourselves," and mean, "We can't
control ourselves. What right do
you have to try?"
I think those who oppose the
destruction of everything decent
at Clemson should sound off
before it's too late. Don't sit back.
Do something!
Larry R. Murray
Letters to The Tiger should be
typed (triple-spaced) if possible.
The editors reserve the right to
edit or withhold from publication
letters longer than 250 words.
Letters should include the
writer's name, address and
telephone number. This information will be withheld upon
request.
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Music course to be offered
by Jack McKenzie
What makes opera different from drama without
music? This is one of the questions to be dealt with
this fall in an interdisciplinary course being offered
jointly by the departments of English and music.
The new course, "Drama and Opera," will be a
study of the conventions of drama and opera in
different countries and during various time periods.
Dr. Thomas E. Douglass, associate professor of
English, who will teach the course in conjunction
with Dr. John H. Butler, associate professor of
music and head of the music department, explained
that the new course will be designed as an introduction to different types of drama and opera.
Students possessing an interest in either cultural

form are invited to take the course even if they have
had no previous exposure in either field.
The class will meet on Tuesday and Thursday
from 2:30 to 4 p.m. Honors Program participants
should register for English 481. Prerequisites include sophomore English and permission of the
instructors.
Douglass stated that students will read in class
the play and libretto of seven works, beginning with
"Porgy and Bess." There will also be one such
combination assigned as outside reading. Movies of
both operas and dramas will be shown as part of the
course.

Union

HELMKIN

Photo by Fletcher Hawkins

continued from page 1
whether the clubs can take the money if
they win the suit.
According to Deacon, one club has never
taken another to court before. Since the
case involves an interpretation of student
regulations, he explained that it is being
tried in the Supreme Court. If the clubs
win, Deacon expects the money to go back
into the general fund or to be put to use in
another Student Union committee.
Although Hipp and Kellington feel that
there is not only room for but a necessity
for the committee and the clubs in
question, Helmkin believes, that the
Outdoor Recreation Committee must be
defined more specifically or it must go.

Matches dont start
forest fires.

Concerts West presents
Savoy Brown with
special Guest Brian Auger
and Silverhead
Tuesday April 23 8 p.m.

Greenville Memorial
Auditorium
$5 advance ticket—$6 day of
show-Available at Auditorium Box
Office and Usual concert outlets
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Open Every Day 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
THE BEST STEAKS IN TOWN AT REASONABLE

Patterson - Moore
Realtors
serving University housing needs since 1925.
525 College Ave., Clemson

654-5240

Counselors Needed

PRICES-

2916 N, Main St.
Anderson, S. C.
Phone: 225-1238
Bose Advent JBL Marantz Harman Pioneer Sony £>

Hot ones for Hot Cars Don't Leave the
Good Music at Home. Take it with you.
This Pioneer Car Tape Player
can give Hi-Fi Sound on the go.
Pioneer's TP-222-only
43/4"x2"x6V2".

for summer camps
Camp Mondamin, Green Cove
men and women, students staff
Last year, some 12,000
smokers didn't think when they
were in the forest. They dropped their lit
cigarettes instead of crushing
them dead out.
And so 12,000 forest fires
started unnecessarily. And
about 60 million trees died.
So if you smoke in the
forest, put the life out of your
cigarettes. No dead cigarette
ever killed a tree.

and faculty are welcome to
interview for vacancies
Come by Johnstone Hall 7th level
above loggia between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Tuesday April 16

$1.39 - $3.50

sstSs

It's the first compact car stereo |
that fits under any dash, fits in
any glove box, fits any budget—
• yet holds its own with the most
expensive jobs.
The TP-222 boasts tone, volume |
and balance controls; auto and
manual track change; track
indicator lights. 7.6 watts R.M.S.
to give you everything your tapesi |
can deliver.

Only
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the tiger

sports

Trailing
the

Tiger

by Kerry Capps and Jim Lucas.
Just what does Bowie Kuhn think he is
anyway? Kuhn, of course, is the commissioner
of baseball, and lately his conception of the job
appears to be quite different from the traditional
view. Last week Kuhn was faced with making
two important decisions — and he blew them
both.
Last Saturday Kuhn issued an order to the
Atlanta Braves to have Hank Aaron in the lineup
for Sunday's game with the Reds in Cincinnati,
with the threat of serious unspecified sanctions if
the Atlanta management failed to comply with
the order. The Braves chose to go along with
Kuhn's demand.
By issuing such an order, what Kuhn actually
asserted was that as commissioner he has the
power to tell a team whom it may and may not
start in a particular ball game. True, the Aaron
case was a somewhat unusual situation, but
regardless of the situation if Bowie Kuhn has the
power to tell one team whom they must play, he
has the same power over all major league teams.
To carry the argument to its extreme, Kuhn
could actually set the lineups for each team in
baseball.
The probability of that ever happening is not
great, but the possibility remains if Kuhn's
action is used as a precedent.
Kuhn's second big decision of the week came in
regard to Atlanta's ceremonies on Monday night
in honor of Hank Aaron. One of the major
responsibilities of the commissioner is to serve
as the official representative of the major league
baseball establishment. On Monday Kuhn chose
not to attend the tribute to Aaron. At the time
that Hank hit his 715th the commissioner was in
Cleveland speaking at a banquet, safely avoiding
what was sure to have been an unfriendly
reception by Atlanta fans.
But then what is a little thing like Bowie Kuhn
to Hank Aaron? He said that it would be over
quickly, and on Monday night he hit the big one
with all the professionalism that everyone in
baseball has come to expect of him. On a night in
which Atlanta, the nation, and baseball itself
(minus one alleged commissioner) had gathered
for a pull-out-all-the-stops salute to the Hammer,
Hank Aaron, against all odds, did it.
With the skill, precision and deliberate power
that we have seen so many times before, Hank
looked at the first decent pitch of the night, lifted
his bat from his shoulder for the first time and
ended it just as he said he would, slamming Al
Downing's fast ball 400 feet over the left field
fence.
Before, during, and after the event, despite
unprecedented pressure, in the face of outright
harassment, Henry Louis Aaron remained the
calm, courteous gentleman he has always been.
Quite simply, Hank Aaron is class personified
— as a human being and as a ball player. He
stands in a class by himself as perhaps the
greatest performer the game has ever known.
We've known it all along; home run number 715
just made it official. Congratulations, Hank —
and thank you.

SMILEY SANDERS connects during last week's game with Georgia here at Clemson. In that one
the Tigers topped the Bulldogs 3-0. This week it was a different story in Athens, as Georgia
avenged the loss. In between the Tigers rolled to a 12-3 win over Georgia Tech, to go along with
conference victories over N.C. State and Wake Forest. (Photo by Bob Thompson)

Netters hold tourney hopes;
track prospects appear dim
by Steve Ellis.
As all of the spring sports head
down the home stretch, no two
teams could be in more opposite
positions toward winning ACC
conference
titles
than
Clemson's track and tennis
teams. The difference in how
each team has performed thus
far this season is reflected in the
words of their respective
coaches.
Despite the fact that the Tiger
netters have suffered a recent
series of defeats at the hands of
top notch conference and nonconference competition, Coach
Beckwith feels that Clemson will
have a shot in the ACC tournament to be played here April
25-28.
Last Saturday the Tigers
handed Duke a 5-4 defeat in a
bitterly contested battle. On
Sunday the team moved on to
North Carolina on Sunday for a
match with the defending ACC
champion Tar Heels, who handed
the Tigers a 9-0 defeat. On
Tuesday and Wednesday the
netters were back at home,
dropping matches to nationally
ranked Alabama 8-1 and to
Florida State 5-4, in games that
went dwon to the final doubles set
before being decided.
The Tiger netters have one
game remaining on their conference schedule, when they face
Maryland on April 23. Maryland
is led by the play of John Lucas,
also a standout basketball player
for the Terps.
The Tigers will seek to
capitalize on their experience as
they enter the conference tournament. It will be the last shot at
the ACC crown for several
members of this year's team.
Team Captain Nunna, Hussain,
and Akbar complete their
elibility this season. In addition
Herb Cooper, last year's team
captain, graduates in May. Both
Nunna and Cooper have paced
the Tigers during the last three
seasons. If these players can
perform consistently and the
team gets a few breaks, Clemson
should still be able to make a run
for the ACC title.
Unlike the tennis team,

Clemson's track squad does not
appear to have the opportunity to
win its conference title. In
commenting on his team's
performance this spring, Coach
P. Wee Greenfield stated, "from
meet to meet we have made
improvements, but they are not
what they should be.
There are members of the
Clemson team who have shown
potential. Seniors, and team
captains, Witt Langstaff and Bob
Bosler are two of the athletes who
have shown potential, Langstaff
in the pole vault and Bosler in the
sprints.
Others to qualify for the conference meet include Ed Fern
and Bruce Brown in the high
jump, Wolfgang Funk in the 440,
and Roy Kulikowski and Dave

Gear in the distancxe events.
The team is already looking
ahead to next year when they
should boast more depth and
experience, since only three
players graduate off this year's
team. Despite the i otential,
however, this year's scory is the
same as in past years for Coach
Greenfield's track team, as the
team appears to be doomed to
another low finish in the conference standings.
Before the Tigers travel to
Chapel Hill for the ACC meet, the
team must face Georgia Tech
here on Saturday, and will face
Georgia thie following week.
These meets give the Clemson
track team a chance to prove that
they are better than their 1-3
record would indicate.

Golfers in state event
by Pat Dennis.
Today the Clemson golfers are
competing in the state collegiate
tournament in Hampton against
Wofford, Furman
U.S.C.,
Presbyterian College, The
Citadel, and Newberry. For the
past two years U.S.C. has won the
state title, and last year Clemson
placed fourth. However, the
confident assistant coach Bobby
Robinson said, "We expect to win
it this year." Parker Moore, Billy
Rigby, Joe Moses, Johnny Black,
T. J. Grubbs, and Bill Shiopley
will represent Clemson in this 36hole event.
April 22, 23 and 24 the Tiger
golfers will travel to Sanford,
N.C. for the Atlantic Coast
Conference tournament. This
year the ACC, led by defending
champion and nationally ranked
Wake Forest, consists of several
strong teams and close competitors.
In June of this year, head golf
coach Bob Jones will retire after
43 years of dedicated service to
Clemson's athletic department.

Assistant coach Bobby Robinson
will take on the duties of head
coach next year.

WFL signs
Pengitore
The Detroit Wheels of the new
World Football League have
announced the signing of
Clemson quarterback Ken
Pengitore.
As a senior in 1973, Pengitore
set a new season record for total
offense, rolling up 1941 yards in 11
games. He joins three other
Clemson players drafted this
year: running back Jay
Washington (by the NFL Kansas
City Chiefs), guard Art Brisacker
(Philadelphia Eagles), and
soccer standout Henry Abadi
(drafted as a placekicker by the
Dallas Cowboys).
Terms of Pengitore's contract
were not. disclosed.
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Soccer, Parker and the Tree highlight■'73-74

by Keith Cannon
The first annual showing of
"Big Red and the Tiger Triple"
— a near-miss at the national
championship for Coach I.M.
Ibrahim's explosive soccer squad
— a Tree and a long-awaited
winning season for Tates Locke's
young cagers—these were a few
of the highlights of- the 1973-74
Clemson sports year.
This was quite an unpredictable
year,
both
frustrating and encouraging in its
weekly ups and downs. It all
started back in September with
the debut of Red Parker's first
Clemson squad, one which some
prognosticators were picking to
lose to any team on any given
day. In".the opener at Death
Valley against the Redhead's
former pupils at the Citadel, the
Tigers escaped embarrassment
with a shaky 14-12 win over the
Bulldogs.
Losses to Georgia and Georgia
Tech on the road came next, but
the Tigers made noticeable
improvement in each game.
Back home in Death Valley,
however Big Red's Machine
didn't function too well against a
quick Texas A&M team, and
Clemson absorbed a 30-15 loss. '
The Tigers fared better in thenconference schedule as their
offense began to jell. Against
Virginia, senior quarterback Ken
Pengitore led the Tigers' attack
with 310 yards total offense, and
Clemson held off the Cavs for a
32-27 homecoming win. After a
win over Duke, a loss to
nationally ranked N.C. State, and
a pounding of Wake Forest, the'
Tigers traveled to Chapel Hill for.
a battle with UNC. With
Pengitore setting a school record
for becoming the first player to
reach the 300-yard total offense
plateau twice in a season (312:
yards this time), Clemson won 3729.
Clemson's 5-4 record led to talk
of a Fiesta Bowl bid if the Tigers
could take their last two games,
but the season ended with losses
to Maryland and the Jeff Grantzled South Carolina Gamecocks.
The final record was an unimpressive'sounding 5-6, but with
the revitalized offense and the
new crop of recruits, Red Parker
may have almost completed the
"turning-the-corner" process for
Tiger football.
Several Clemson players
received post-season honors this
past season. Named to the AllACC squad were Pengitore,
guard Ken Peeples, and defensive back Peanut Martin.
Pengitore and Martin also
received honorable mention on
the AP All-America Team.
Coach I.M. Ibrahim's soccer
team, coming off a 13-1-1 season
in 1972, bettered that mark by a
long way in 1973. The Tiger
booters eased through a 13-0-0
regular season schedule as the
only undefeated, untied team in
the NCAA. Going on to the NCAA
playoffs, Clemson took an easy 70 opening round win over
Madison, and followed with a
four-overtime 1-0 win over a
tough South Florida team. A twoovertime 1-0 win over Penn put
Clemson in the finals at Miami's
Orange Bowl.
,
In the semifinals, the Tigers'
hopes for a national title were
finished off by the UCLA Bruins,
who took Ibrahim's squad 2-1 in
overtime.
Finishing 16-1-0 and fourth in
the nation, the 1973 Tigers broke:
most of the existing Clemson

scoring records, including most
goals in a season (96) and most
goals in a game (16). The defense
also racked up a record of its
own, allowing only six goals in 17
games.
Two individual records were
set by forward Henry Abadi —
most goals in a game (six against
Western Carolina) and most in a
season (32). Woolley Ford was
second in scoring with 20 goals.
Post-season honors were
garnered by Henry Abadi and
Clyde Browne, who made first
and third team All-America
respectively. Abadi and Browne,
along with Woolley Ford owere
All-South picks. Joining Abadi,
Browne and Ford as -All-ACC
selections were Ralston Moore,
Ron Giesbers, Gordon Alphonso,
Alfred Morrison, Nabeel Kammoun, and Denis Carrington.
Coach I.M. Ibrahim got in on the
awards, being named ACC Coach
of the Year and Southern Region
Coach of the Year.
P. Wee Greenfield's cross
country team posted a 3-4 mark
during the 1973 season, a marked
improvement over the previous
year's 0-6. The team was
strengthened by the addition of
long-distance runners Roy
Kulikowski, a junior college
transfer; and freshmen Dean
Matthews and Herman Jutzeler.
In Tates Locke's 1973-74 team,
Clemson had its first winning
cage squad since '67-'68. Their 1412 record doesn't really tell the
whole story of the season, though.
The -Tigers proved to be a
remarkably difficult, team to
figure out, playing through
alternating spells of brilliance
and inconsistency.
They started the season
playing .impressive basketball.
Paced by freshman sensation
Tree Rollins, and junior guard
Vari Gregg, The Tigers compiled
a 7-2 record, won the IPTAY and
Poinsettia tournaments, and and
got a sprinkling of votes for the
TopTwenty while they were at it.
As 1974 began, the Tigers found
that the ACC was a "whole
'nother league"; four of the first
five conference games were on
the road, and the young Tigers'
record slumped to 7-7 before a
win over Furman broke the
losing streak,
For the remainder of the
season the Tigs took wins over
three league opponents — Duke,
Wake, and Virginia — while

playing close against national
powers UNC at Chapel Hill and
Maryland and N.C. State at
home. Clemson's 3-9 league mark
earned them a tie for fifth and a
shot against Virginia in the ACC
tournament. The Tigers were
again to be denied a tournament
win, as Virginia took a 68-63
decision.
Individual standouts for the
Tiger cagers included tall Tree
Rollins, the 7-1 freshman pivot
pivotman who set a new school
record for blocking every shot
within reach. Along with his 106
stuffs, he led the Tigers in
rebounds with 316 and was second
in scoring.
Van Gregg led the team in
scoring, with a 13.8 average.
Slimmed-down junior forward
Wayne Croft was probably the
most-improved player in the
league. He pulled down eight
rebounds a game and averaged
11.2 points per game for the
season.
The swimming team of Carl
McHugh finished its season at 5-4,
one of the best finishes by a

Clemson tank team in years. It
was quite a record-breaking year
for the Tigers, as nine school
records were shattered, six of
them by freshman Mike Henderson of Radnor, Pa. Scott
Morris, John Brick, and Fred
Triplett also had record-breaking
performances.
The 1-7 record and fifth place
finish of Coach Larry Gahan's
fencing team belied the fact that
the team finished only 15 points
out of first. Their 1-4 league mark
included the Tigers' first ACC
win ever, 17-10 over N.C. State.
The spring sports season isn't
over, but there have already been
some surprises and disappointments. The golf team,
coached by Bob Jones, has gone
3-1 in meet play so far, a big
turnaround from recent years.
They have taken wins over
Wqfford, Western Carolina, and
Eastern Kentucky, with the only
loss coming to Furman. Parker
Moore and. Charlie Craft have
had the best performances for the
Tigs so far.
The track team is i-3 so far
with dual meets with Georgia and

Georgia Tech remaining. The
thinclads have been hampered by
a lack of sprinters, and the Tigers
haven't finished strongly in field
events.
The baseball team has gone 1312 overall, but 5-0 in the ACC.
Steve Cline has paced Bill
Wilhelm's staff with a 6-2 record,
but lack of pitching depth is a
problem. Mike Pulaski and
Smiley Sanders have paced the
hitting.
Bill Beckwith's tennis squad,
now 13-6, is on a three-game
losing streak; the squad has a 3-2
league mark, which gives them
little chance for the regular
season ACC title. Injuries to Herb
Cooper and subpar performances
by several top players have
plagued the Tigers this season.
However, the Tigers will have a
chance to redeem themselves at
the conference tournament, to be
held at Clemson.
If the finish to the 1974 spring
sports seasons holds to the pattern set by the rest of the Tiger
teams, there might be a fw
surprises yet in store.

Soccer alumni game planned
Several weeks of spring soccer
practice comes to a close oh
Sunday, Apr. 21 when members
of next year's Tiger soccer squad
face a team composed of former
Clemson standouts in the seventh
annual varsity — alumni soccer
game.
Coach Ibrahim says that he
expects a good turnout of former.
Clemson players for the event,
which will get underway at 2 p.m.
at the soccer field. Returning for
the game are several seniors off
last year's team,, including
Nabeel Kammoun, Ed Camara,
and Paul Verdee. Among others
expected to play are Bill WaUace,
a 1966 graduate who played on the
original Clemson Soccer Club,
and Andy Demori, a 1970
graduate who gained All-South
and all-conference honors in
setting most of the school scoring
record which Henry Abadi
eclipsed last season.
'
- Abadi will not be able to play in
.the game because of his
professional football contract,
but he will participate in the
game as an official.
The varsity team will be
made up primarily of regulars
off last fall's team, with the

addition of some - upcoming
aspirants. One new player for
the varsity will be George
Hyles, who entered Clemson in
January. Hyles is originally
from Guyana.

Based on the history of the
game, the varsity should take the
field as a substantial favorite. In
the previous six meeting the
alumni have managed but one
victory, that coming in 1969.

Clemson Service Station
(alias Esso Club)

Minor Repairs — Groceries.
Beer — Wines — Goodyear tires
Road Service — Fishing and Hunting Supplies
Pumps open at 7 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Seneca Rd.

Phone 654-5120

Harman Kardon Pioneer Sony Superscope Sennheiser

It's Big

IT'S BOSE
It'll Blow You Away!!

$13900
tMim

ea.
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Gutter: away from the crowd
by Chris Hindman

,

Weekend nights at Clemson can sometimes reflect one
of those zany Woody Allen movies in which the
protagonist, generally a victim of inane and highly
disordered circumstances, finds himself running into one
calamity by trying to escape another; there's just no
place to go.
However, for the peaceable sort who likes to avoid the
perils of such distressing and mindbending catastrophes,
there is an alternative. The Gutter, the University's
stylish coffee house, is just the thing that Woody
prescribes.
Since its inception three years ago, the Gutter has been
a refuge for those students who prefer a quiet and
relatively peaceful atmosphere. It's a place that's
relaxing and free of unwanted rowdiness, the perfect
place to recover from a long and tiring spin in the
academic world.
However, it's not just the atmosphere that makes the
Gutter that enjoyable. Each weekend night, it features
local musicians who display an assortment of contemporary musical styles — blue grass, rock, and country
folk and western. Additionally, several volunteer workers
are always on hand to sell coffee, assorted brands of tea,
doughnuts, candy bars and other inexpensive food items.
Occasionally, the Gutter solicits some of the state's top
musical groups. Spriges and Bringle, a folk group from
Canada that was acquired through the coffee house circuit, made a three-day appearance in early February and
then returned for a concert Feb. 28.
Other groups who have had engagements at the coffee
house include Fried Chicken and Watermelon from
Boone, N.C.; Mickey Clark; Roger Salloon, and Nick
Hallman. In addition to these performances, the Gutter
sponsored a benefit concert in February to help raise
funds for a new piano.
Clint Wetmore, who succeeded Bob Murcer as manager
two years ago, has worked diligently to make the coffee
house one of the University's top cultural attractions.
Next fall, he plans to make additional improvements.
"We're hoping to get some silent films — maybe once a
month — to show in between musicalperformances. Also.

we hope to have a more attractive musical program,
getting better groups and providing more hours of entertainment," he explained.
Wetmore, who runs the coffee house in conjunction with
the University's Stuent Union programs, cited next year's
budgetary appropriations as the only serious drawback.
He requested $3,500 but was only allocated $2,200.
"Most of the improvements were dependent on the
budget, and I just hope we can implement these changes
with what we received. Hopefully, in addition to the films
and musical performances, the budget will go toward
some restyling and other needed improvements. The
restyling_ would include new cushions and new
tablecloths," he related.

Earlier, Wetmore had planned to replace the old piano
with a new one. However, he decided that it would be more
feasible to rennovate the present one, which was
originally used in the old coffee house.
"We had planned to get another one, but this piano
sounds better than any new one that we could have bought
for a reasonable amount of money," he said. "We got $50
from the benefit and $10 from donatins at the Spriges and
Bringle concert, and the rennovations on the old piano
cost us $83. Financially, it was a much better decision."
The Gutter's last featured attraction will be Shawna
Harrington, who will play April 18-20. Admission is 50.
cents.

WHO IS ANDRE KOLE?

THE PROGRAM THAT HAS BAFFLED, ENTERTAINED, CHALLENGED AND INSPIRED
OVER FIFTY MILLION PEOPLE ON FIVE CONTINENTS OF THE WORLD.
A FULL STAGE PRODUCTION DEALING WITH THE FANTASY AND REALITY OF THE

SUPERNATURAL WORLD
• EXTRA-SENSORY PERCEPTION
• TRANSCENDENTAL DEMATERIALIZATION
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% WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD

ANDRE KOLL HAS PERFORMED IN 60 COUN-

HISTORY'S MOST
FAMOUS AND

TRIES ON FIVE CONTINENTS OF THE WORLD.
AND ON NATIONAL TELEVISION IN 38 COUN

A

l4:lUllt[#H:K[44 IK •
RE-CREATED LIVE
ON STAGE

TRIES. THIS YEAR, HE WILL PROBABLY BE
PERFORMING AND SPEAKINC, ON MORE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES THROUGH
OUT THE WORLD THAN ANY OTHER PERSON.

"UNMASKING THE UNKNOWN"
IS THE TITLE MR. KOLE GIVES TO THIS INTRIGUING PRESENTATION IN WHICH HE PRESENTS THE GREATEST ILLUSIONS EVER CON
CEIVED IN THE MINDS OF MEN AND THE
GREATEST REALITY EVER REVEALED TO THE
MINDS OF MEN. AMONG OTHER THINGS, HE
WILL GIVE A VISIBLE DEMONSTRATION OF THE
FOURTH DIMENSION, ANDREVEAL SOME AMAZING PREDICTIONS OF THE

FUTURE WHICH

COULD AFFECT THE LIFE OF EVERY PERSON
IN ATTENDANCE.
THIS UNUSUAL PRESENTATION IS SPONSORED
BY

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST INTER

NATIONAL. DUE TO HIS INTEREST IN THE

9

ft

SUPERNATURAL,

MR.

KOLE WILL

INCLUDE

SOME OBSERVATIONS HE MADE FROM HIS INVESTIGATION OF THE MIRACLES OF CHRIST
FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF AN ILLUSIONIST.
THIS WILL NO DOUBT BE THE MOST UNUSUAL
PROGRAM YOU WILL EVER WITNESS.

Monday, April 22, Littlejohn Colliseum 8:00 P.M.

Tickets:
$1.50 advance
$2.00 at door

